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Tokamak Instabilities 

(courtesy T. Hender) 

•  Tokamaks are not minimum 
  energy systems 

•  They contain pressure and 
  current which can drive  
  instabilities 



Magnetic field perturbation:  

Unperturbed Magnetic  
Surfaces 

Tokamak Instabilities

Internal (Tearing) Modes External Kink Modes 

or 



OUTLINE 

•  What are NTMs and why are they important? 
•  Simple physical picture of the instability 
•  Rutherford model equation 
•  Brief survey of exp’tal observation/ 

implications for ITER 
•  RF techniques of stabilization 
•  Role of rotation 
•  Outstanding theoretical and experimental 

issues. 



Tearing Modes and Magne-c Reconnec-on 

k•B=0 

``Tearing’’ of a current sheet 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Classical Tearing Modes 

• Asympto?c theory‐ uses two regions of the plasma 

• Outer region ‐ marginal ideal MHD ‐ kink mode 

• Inner region ‐ include effects of iner?a, resis?vity, 
                        nonlinearity, viscosity etc. 

•  Matching between inner and outer region 

• Linear theory :  γ ~  ( Δ/ )4/5 S‐3/5 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Magne-c island evolu-on in classical tearing modes 

•  Near mode ra?onal surface k∙B = 0 ,  
B0 = B(r=rs) ‐ Bθ(nq//m)(r‐rs)α , α = θ ‐ (n/m)ς 

δB = δBr sin(mα) r 

•  Leads to the forma?on of a magne-c island 

•  Island width w = 4(δBr rs / Bθ nq/)1/2 

•  when w > resonant layer thickness ‐ nonlinear effects important 

•  Nonlinear evolu?on – Rutherford regime 

⇒  w α t 



What are NTMs? 

•  NTMs are relatively large size magnetic islands that develop  
   slowly at mode rational surfaces with low (m,n) mode numbers in  
   high temperature tokamak plasmas. 

•  Like the classical TMs they are current driven but the current 
   source is the bootstrap current - a neoclassical (toroidal  
   geometry driven) source of free energy. 

•  They limit the attainable β in a tokamak to values well below the 
   ideal MHD limit - hence they are a major concern for all reactor 
   grade machines i.e. long pulse (steady state) devices. 
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•  Their temporal evolution is adequately modeled by a generalized  
  form of the Rutherford Equation 

⇓         ⇓ 

⇒ 

•  In high temperature tokamaks neoclassical effects need to 
   be retained 

Classical Tearing mode: 



Modified Ohm’s Law 

⇓
Bootstrap current 

⇑

Electron viscous stress which describes damping of poloidal 
electron flows - new free energy source. 

Dependence on pressure gradient, also fraction of trapped particles 



BOOTSTRAP CURRENT 



Modified Rutherford Equation 

where 

Unstable for normal tokamak operation 

Stable in reversed shear regions 

•  Can be unstable for ⇒ 

•  for small islands  



PHYSICS OF NTM 

• Plasma pressure profile is flattened 
 within the island - Jbs is turned off 
• This triggers a δJbs with the same 
 helical pitch as the island 

•  the corresponding induced δB has 
  the same direction as the initial 
   perturbation and enhances it 

This picture neglects finite perpendicular thermal conductivity within 
the island - important for small island widths - leads to threshold size. 



Finite perpendicular thermal conductivity effect 

Threshold  - “seed” – island size 



NTM characteristics 

Saturation width proportional to 
βθ - hence limits plasma pressure 

“seed” island necessary for growth 
–  so NTM is a nonlinear mode  
  “subcritical instability” 

“Phase diagram” 

How is the seed island created? 



Effects of NTMs  

•  Can degrade confinement – fast temperature flattening across island due 
                                                to high parallel thermal conductivity 

(3/2) 

•  Can cause disruption if island size becomes comparable to distance between 
   mode rational surface and plasma edge (depends on beta_poloidal) 



Time evolution of an NTM growth rate 



Brief Survey of Experimental Observations  
on NTMs 



Experimental observation of NTMs 

•  Earliest observations were on TFTR - in supershot      
discharges 

•  Mainly (3/2) or (4/3) modes with f<50khz 

•  Degradation of plasma performance with growth of   
NTM 

•  Characteristics agreed quite well with Rutherford 
model estimates 

(Z. Chang et al, PRL 74 (1995) 4663) 



TFTR 

Comparison of “measured” island widths with Rutherford 
model estimates. 



w also measured by magn. Probes: 



T Hender et al, Nucl Fus 2002 



TFTR 

Theory - experiment comparison of saturated island widths 



D- III- D observations 

A 3/2 mode is excited at t=2250 - saturates beta; at t=3450 a 2/1 mode 
grows to large amp, locks and disrupts. Ideal beta limit is 3.4 
                 [ O. Sauter et al, PoP 4 (1997) 1654] 



[D.A. Gates et al, Nuclear Fusion 37 (1997) 1593] 

COMPASS D 



Single helicity NTMs; f<50 kHz 

TFTR 



ASDEX UPGRADE 

Many experiments have shown a strong correlation between a sawtooth crash 
and an NTM excitation 



ASDEX UPGRADE 



ASDEX U 

NTMs can also be triggered by fishbone activity 
Other triggers: ELMs…. 



NSTX 



How to eliminate or control NTMs? 

•  Directly control NTMs through appropriate feedback control schemes 

•  ECCD scheme most successful 
•  Also ECH 

•  Get to the trigger :  prevent sawtooth crash, prevent large ELMs etc 

•  Other ideas: profile control, rotation, mode coupling etc 



How to Stabilize an NTM? 

• Principal Idea: Restore the suppressed bootstrap current  
                          within the island 

• localized current drive  -- ECCD, LHCD, NB(?) 

• localized heating - helical temperature variations  
                                modify current profile 

• localized density deposition  - also changes pressure 



•  Ohm’s law with auxiliary current  

•  Modified Rutherford Equation 

is an efficiency factor 



New “phase diagram” 

•  Stable and unstable 
  fixed points corresponding 
  to saturated island sizes 

Condition for complete stabilization 



Complete stabilization of a 2/1 NTM in ASDEX-U 



Implications for ITER 

•  Seed island size  ~ 5 to 6 cms 

•  Saturated island size can be about 60 cms limiting βN  ~ 2.2 

•  Growth time  - 30 s to reach 30 cms & about 150 s to reach 60 cms 

•  Based on modeling and extrapolation from experiments simulating 
  the ITER parametric regime 



Local Heating Effects 

Demonstrated in TEXTOR – complete stabilization of 2/1 mode 

E. Westerhof et al, NF 47 (2007) 85   



 Sen, Kaw and Chandra - IAEA, ‘98 – NF 2000 

•  ECRH scheme - self-consistent bootstrap currents created by the driven pressure 
  gradients within the island can provide additional stabilization. 

• Similar currents can arise from deposition of density or momentum within the 
   island e.g. through neutral beams - new stabilization scheme proposed 

•   Feedback suppression of NTMs using modulated neutral beams 

•   Beam power and energy requirements are quite realistic and achievable. 

Asymmetry in the island shape makes these currents important 

A. Sen, D. Chandra and P.Kaw, Nucl. Fus. 40 (2000) 707 



NTM Control Requires Achieving and Sustaining 
Dynamic Island/ECCD Alignment 

Detect Mode Onset

Locate Island Locate ECCD Deposition

Align

Detect Island 
Suppression

Maintain Alignment

Target Lock

Active Tracking

Yes

No No

OR

Search&Suppress

D. Humphreys, R. La Haye 



D. Humphreys, R. La Haye 



D. Humphreys, R. La Haye 



D. Humphreys, R. La Haye 



Advantage of early application of ECCD in JT60-U 



ITER NTMs stabilisation goals 

HH = 1.0 
(3,2) NTM 

(2,1) NTM 

Q=10 operation 
point 

Full stabilisation 
with 10 MW 

Full stabilisation 
with 20 MW 

Impact on Q in case of continuous stabilisation (worst case): 

•  Q drops from 10 to 5 for a (2,1) NTM and from 10 to 7 for (3,2) NTM 
•  with 20 MW needed for stabilisation, Q recovers to 7, with 10 MW to Q > 8 

•  note: if NTMs occur only occasionally, impact of ECCD on Q is small  

Sketch of paths with partial 
stabilisation 

ITER burn curves with 
ECCD at q=3/2 (A) and q=2 (B) 

(O. Sauter, H. Zohm, EPS 2005) 



, E. Poli 



Importance of trigger mechanism (1) 

At sawtooth crash, many 
modes can be triggered 



Importance of trigger mechanism (2) 

NTM onset 

ΔτST↑ 

Controlling sawteeth changes significantly βonset 

+90: phase: βN,onset≈1 
-90: No NTM with βN up to 2 

1st harmonic minority ICRH 

2nd harmonic ICCD 

Sauter et al, PRL 2002 



Can plasma flows help in the avoidance  
or control of NTMs? 
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How can flows affect NTMs? 

•  Flows can influence both outer layer and inner layer dynamics for  
  resistive modes.  

•  They can also bring about changes in linear coupling mechanisms 
   such as toroidal coupling between harmonics. 

•  Past nonlinear studies – mainly numerical –  and often limited to 
  simple situations (e.g. poloidal flows, non-self consistent) reveal  
  interesting effects like oscillating islands, distortion in eigenfunctions 
  etc.  

•  Also some recent analytic work on the effect of flow on the 
  threshold and dynamical properties of magnetic islands which are 
  relevant to NTMs 

Refs: Chen &Morrison, ’92, 94; Bondeson & Persson, ’86,’88,’89; M.Chu,’98 
          Dewar & Persson, ’93; Pletzer & Dewar, ’90,’91,’94;Smolyakov ’93,’95 

•   Some recent experimental observations 



Main points of investigation 

•  Effects arising from equilibrium modifications 

•  Influence on toroidal coupling  

•  Influence on inner layer physics 

•  Changes in outer layer dynamics 

•  Nonlinear  changes – saturation levels etc. 



Maschke & Perrin, Plasma Phys. 22 
(1980) 579 

Equilibrium with toroidal flow 

Constant pressure 
Surfaces shifted from 
Constant flux surfaces 



Toroidal flow profiles 

1- differential flow 
2- sheared flow 



Reduction of (2,1) resistive TM growth with differential flow 

•  stabilizing effect due to equilibrium changes 
   e.g. enhancement of pressure-curvature contribution 
•  stabilizing effect due to flow induced de-coupling  
  of rational surfaces 



•  Slab or cylinder 

; 

•  Toroidal geometry 

outer response - Δ′ matrix 

inner 
response 

Quadratic equation 



Reduced reconection at the (3,1) surface 



Small flow shear destabilizes the resistive mode 
through changes in the inner layer dynamics 

•  In the presence of finite flow shear the stabilization effect 
  is smaller 

•  This can be understood and explained quantitatively on the 
   basis of linear slab theory analysis (Chen & Morrison, PF B 2 (1990) 495) 



Recent Experimental Observations 



Plan View of DIII–D Tokamak 

• hybrid scenario 
• sawteething, ELMy H‐mode 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DIII-D Experiments 



DIII D 
59 



NTM onset has stronger drive (lower βN ) with lower rotation 

DIII-D 
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DIII-D 
61 



Rotation shear appears to play a 
crucial role on the dynamics of 
3/2 NTMs. Sign of shear?  
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Reduction of  3/2 island size with increasing flow shear in 
Sawtoothing H mode discharges  (DIII-D) 
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Experimental exploration of Rotation Effects on NTMs 

•  Similar observations have been made on other tokamaks e.g. JET, AUG, NSTX 

•  Joint experiments involving a number of machines and analysis involving 
  multi-machine data currently underway as part of ITPA MHD Stability Topical 
  Group initiative 

•  Story so far…… 

•  definite evidence of shear flow effect on NTM onset and saturation 
•  some subtle differences between 2/1 and 3/2 behavior 
•  dependence on sign of shear still an unresolved issue 
•  Underlying mechanism? 

•  inner layer / outer layer modification 
•  linear/nonlinear 
•  poloidal/toroidal 

•  Good theoretical understanding is lacking     
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Flow effects on the inner layer dynamics 

•  Two fluid model 

•   Flow terms are additional inertial contributions and modify the 
   the polarization current term  
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Pressure/curvature Neoclassical current 

polarization current 

flow shear differential flow 

Modified Rutherford Equation for NTMs 
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Experimental evidence suggests that         and            do not 
change significantly with changing flow 

So something could be  happening to         

What is the dependence of         on  flow shear? 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Heuris-c Model 

•  rota?on shear provides addi?onal drive to alter field line pitch 
•  can increase or decrease field line bending energy and thereby 
   change  

Simplest empirical form 

Can one see this scaling from theore3cal models ? 

•  RMHD code 
•  Newcomb eqn. with flow 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Code NEAR 

•  NEAR – fully nonlinear toroidal code that solves a set of  
   RMHD eqns. and contains neoclassical viscous terms as well  
   as toroidal flow 

•  Has been benchmarked to reproduce linear (classical) tearing 
   mode dynamics as well as nonlinear saturated behaviour 

•  It has also reproduced well the dynamics of NTMs – e.g. 
  threshold dynamics, scaling with βp , island satura?on etc. 

  (D. Chandra, A. Sen, P. Kaw, M.P. Bora and S. Kruger, 
 Nuc. Fus. 45 (2005) 524)    

•  Have examined the scaling of  Δ/  with toroidal flow shear 
   for classical tearing modes 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Model Equa-ons (GRMHD) 

bootstrap current 

GGJ 

heat flow 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Equilibrium flow 

•  Neoclassical closure 

•  appropriate for long mean free path limit 
•  reproduces poloidal flow damping 
•  gives appropriate perturbed bootstrap current 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Numerical simula-on 

•  GRMHD eqns solved using code NEAR – toroidal ini?al value 
   code – Fourier decomposi?on in the poloidal and toroidal 
   direc?ons and central finite differencing in the flux coordinate 
   direc?on. 

•  Equilibrium generated from another independent code TOQ 

•  Typical runs are made at S ~ 105 , low β, sub‐Alfvenic flows 

•  Linear benchmarking done for classical resis?ve modes 

•  For NTMs threshold, island satura?on etc. benchmarked in the 
   absence of flows. 

•  Present study restricted to sheared toroidal flows 

72 
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Determina?on of Δ/  

•  Linear growth rate :  

γ = C (Δ/ )4/5 S‐3/5 

•  Nonlinear growth close to satura?on 

•  Cross check linear and nonlinear results without flow and 
   make runs with flow 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Profile with posi?ve flow shear at (2,1) surface 

•  Looked at single helicity mode dynamics 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Results from NEAR 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Newcomb Equa-on with sheared flow: 

hf   and gf  are addi?onal contribu?ons due to flow 

•  Limit: hf  , gf   0,    Furth, Rutherford, Selberg  equa?on  
                                                                       [Phys. Fluids 16, 1054 (1973)] 

•  Limit: slab geometry, (1/r)  0, d/dr  d/dx, m/r ky 
               Chen‐Morrison Equa?on   [Phys. Fluids B 2, 495 (1990)] 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•  The value of Δ /   quite sensitive to the magnetic and flow profiles 

•  Quantitative comparisons with NEAR results are presently in 
   progress 



•  Necessary to carry out beeer numerical inves?ga?ons e.g.    
   using PEST3 or other codes and from Newcomb’s equa?on 

•  Need analy?c modeling for beeer understanding of the   
   underlying physics 

•   On going ac?vity within the ITPA MHD Topical Group    
    including effect of flow on the sawtooth instability 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Outstanding Theoretical and Experimental Issues for NTMs 

• Island width threshold 

•  perpendicular heat transport - local model - improvements 
  necessary - active ongoing theoretical effort 

•  neoclassical/ion polarization effects - several open  
   theoretical questions (role of drift waves, ion viscosity 
   effects at high temp, the exact value of the mode  
   frequency, role of energetic ions etc.) - experimental 
   determination also a challenge. 



• Seed Island formation 

•  `standard’ NTM initiated by outside MHD event - proper 
    modeling necessary 

•  ‘seedless’ NTMs have been seen on TFTR/MAST 

• coupling to an ideal perturbed mode 

• Δ/  > 0 modes nonlinearly saturating at small levels? 

• Small scale islands modulated by ion population? 

•  turbulence induced trigger 



• Local Current Drive stabilization 
• works well when island O point is hit  - optimization 
  methods being worked out. 

• Non-resonant Helical perturbation 
•  works well experimentally but mechanism not well 
   understood theoretically 
•  slows down rotation - affects other modes e.g. resistive 
  wall mode 

•  Interaction of fast particles with NTMs – open problem 

•  Plasma Rotation Effects on NTM – open problem 



New NTM regime – Frequently Interrupted Regime 

•  Happens at higher  βN  > 2.3 

•  Growth of the NTM is often interrupted by drops in amplitude 

•  Observed for (3,2) modes in AUG and JET 

•  Confinement degradation is markedly reduced – so a benign 
   regime 

•  Possible mechanism – nonlinear coupling between (3,2) NTM, 
   (1,1) and (4,3) mode. 



Concluding Remarks 

•  NTMs are large size magnetic islands driven by neoclassical effects 

•  Basic physics fairly well understood - modified Rutherford eqn. 

•  Can have a major impact on tokamak performance by limiting β 

•  Experimentally widely observed in several tokamaks 

•  ECCD method of stabilization works well and is understood 

•  Still many experimental features (seed island, FJs, non-resonant 
   stabilization etc.) are not well understood. 

• Active area of research offering opportunities for theoretical and 
  experimental insight into reconnection and MHD control issues. 


